Different contribution of glucocorticoids in the basolateral amygdala to the formation and expression of opiate withdrawal-associated memories.
Drug-withdrawal aversive memories generate a motivational state leading to compulsive drug taking, with plasticity changes in the basolateral amygdala (BLA) being essential in aversive motivational learning. The conditioned-place aversion (CPA) paradigm allows for measuring the negative affective component of drug withdrawal. First, CPA triggers association between negative affective consequences of withdrawal with context (memory consolidation). Afterwards, when the animals are re-exposed to the paired environment, they avoid it due to the association between the context and aversive memories (memory retrieval). We examined the influence of glucocorticoids (GCs) for a morphine-withdrawal CPA paradigm, along with plasticity changes in the BLA, in sham-operated and adrenalectomized (ADX) animals. We demonstrated that sham+morphine animals robustly displayed CPA, whereas ADX-dependent animals lacked the affective-like signs of opiate withdrawal but displayed increased somatic signs of withdrawal. Glucocorticoid receptor (GR) actions promote memory consolidation but highly depend on increases in GC levels. Interestingly, we observed that GCs were only increased in sham-dependent rodents during aversive-withdrawal memory consolidation, and that GR expression correlated with phosphorylated cAMP response element binding (pCREB) protein, early growth response 1 (Egr-1) and activity-regulated cytoskeletal-associated (Arc) mRNA induction in this experimental group. In contrast, ADX-animals displayed reduced (pCREB). GCs are also known to impair memory retrieval. Accordingly, we showed that GCs levels remained at basal levels in all experimental groups following memory retrieval, and consequently GRs no longer acted as transcriptional regulators. Importantly, memory retrieval elicited increased pCREB levels in sham+morphine animals (not in ADX+morphine group), which were directly correlated with enhanced Arc mRNA/protein expression mainly in glutamatergic neurons. In conclusion, context-withdrawal associations are accompanied plasticity changes in the BLA, which are, in part, regulated by GR signaling. Moreover, dysregulation of CREB signaling, in part through Arc expression, may enhance reconsolidation, resulting in the maintenance of excessive aversive states. These findings might have important implications for drug-seeking behavior.